
The COVID-19 pandemic has had major social consequences worldwide. Healthcare is buckling and the
economy is faltering, the survival of many companies and institutions are at risk, and the health of
many vulnerable citizens is in danger.

How do we get a grip on this new situation? How can we limit the damage? Which measures should be taken
and on what scale? The crisis requires accurate insight into the problems and expected impact, as well as
swift and joint approach with residents, entrepreneurs, institutions and professionals from different areas.

Taking 
Control of 
the COVID-19 
Crisis

The COVID-19 Crisis requires a 
specific, joint approach

Integral Management on Social 
Impact
Cigarbox helps local governments and partners to
jointly understand the social impact of the COVID-
19 crisis by:

• Providing insight into the interventions and
impact of the activities of all partners involved
in their neighborhoods and regions.

• Providing insight into the social, economic or
health status in neighborhoods and regions.

• Providing a platform where the municipality and
its partners can jointly tackle the crisis.

About Cigarbox
Cigarbox supports organizations, funds and businesses in understanding the social impact of their activities. 
The online impact dashboard provides insight into the social impact and underlying impact drivers, enabling 
organizations to increase their impact year after year. This enables organizations to realize their social 
ambitions and to convert them into results.
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Insight into the social impact of the 
COVID-19 crisis

• Analysis of the social impact of the crisis on the city, 
the districts and various neighborhoods, based on 
which clear priorities can be set to combat the 
crisis.

• Monitoring: organization of a flash panel in the 
neighborhoods to obtain necessary additional 
information that does not come from existing data 
sources.

• Advice on dashboard implementation, interpreting 
data and controlling social impact.

Cigarbox has extensive experience in 
understanding the social impact of 
interventions in major social challenges. 
Cigarbox supports municipalities with:

Gaining control over the social impact 
of the COVID-19 Crisis

Cigarbox offers a customized impact dashboard for
municipalities and its partners, based on local issues,
objectives and available data sources, containing:

• The state of affairs of the main impact indicators that
are being steered, in line with local data sources.

• The expected and realized social impact of the
interventions in the neighborhoods of the partners
involved.

• Insight into the reach, valuation and critical success
factors of interventions.

• Integral overview of the impact of all interventions by
the partners, per neighborhood, city, district or target
group.

• Analysis and reporting options for accountability,
support or decision-making about interventions.

Your custom dashboard can be live within two weeks.

Want to know more about our COVID-19 
Impact analyses and COVID-19 Impact 
Dashboards can mean for your municipality? 
Please contact:

Pieter Brouwer
Director Cigarbox
pieter@cigarbox.nl
+31 6 53722986

Erin Chang
Manager North America
erin@cigarbox.nl
+1 202 285 9014

Cigarbox offers 
insight into and 
control over impact

Contact

We’re here to help.


